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- University of Alabama
  Dept. of Modern Languages & Classics - The Russian Program
  http://bama.ua.edu/%7Emlc/russian/index.html

- University of Alaska, Anchorage
  Department of Languages. Russian Program
  http://language.uaa.alaska.edu/Russian/Russian%20Home.htm

- University of Alaska, Fairbanks
  Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
  http://www.uaf.edu/language/russian.html

- University of Alberta in Edmonton
  Slavic Languages
  http://www.humanities.ualberta.ca/mlcs/department/slavic.html

- American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages (AATSEEL)
  http://aatseel.org/

- American Council of Teachers of Russian/American Council for Collaboration in Education and Language Study (ACTR/ACCELS)
  http://www.actr.org/

- American University
  Russian Studies
  http://www.american.edu/academic.depts/cas/lfs/lang_russian.cfm
• Amherst College, Massachusetts
  Russian Department
  http://www.amherst.edu/~russian/menu.html

• Appalachian State University
  Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures

• University of Arizona
  Department of Russian and Slavic Languages
  http://russian.arizona.edu/

• Arizona State University
  Slavic Languages Section
  http://www.public.asu.edu/~iclbc/
  Russian and East European Studies Consortium
  http://www.asu.edu/ipo/reesc/

• The Association for Women in Slavic Studies
  http://www.loyola.edu/AWSS/

B

• Bates College
  Department of German, Russian, and East Asian Languages and Literatures

• Baylor University
  Russian
  http://www.baylor.edu/Russian/

• UC Berkeley
  Slavic Languages and Literatures Department
  http://ls.berkeley.edu/dept/slavic/

• Boston College
  Department of Slavic and Eastern Languages
  http://fmwww.bc.edu/SL/SL.html
- **Boston University**
  Institute for the Study of Conflict, Ideology & Policy (ISCIP)
  (Studying the political, international, and security affairs of Russia and the NIS)
  [http://www.bu.edu/iscip/](http://www.bu.edu/iscip/)
- **Bowdoin College**
  Russian Department
  [http://academic.bowdoin.edu/russian/](http://academic.bowdoin.edu/russian/)
- **Bowling Green SU**
  Russian Program
  [http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/greal/russian/R_program.htm](http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/greal/russian/R_program.htm)
- **Brigham Young University**
  Russian Program
  [http://germslav.byu.edu/slavic/russianprogram.php](http://germslav.byu.edu/slavic/russianprogram.php)
- **Brown University**
  Department of Slavic Languages
  [http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Slavic_Languages/](http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Slavic_Languages/)
- **Bryn Mawr College**
  Russian Department
  [http://www.brynmawr.edu/russian/](http://www.brynmawr.edu/russian/)
- **Bucknell University**
  Russian Studies Department
  [http://www.bucknell.edu/Russian/](http://www.bucknell.edu/Russian/)

C

- **Carleton College**
  Russian Department
  [http://apps.carleton.edu/curricular/russ/](http://apps.carleton.edu/curricular/russ/)
- **Carleton University**
  The School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
  [http://www.carleton.ca/slals/other_languages/russian/index.html](http://www.carleton.ca/slals/other_languages/russian/index.html)
- Case Western Reserve University
  http://www.cwru.edu/artsci/dmll/russian.htm
- The College of Charleston
  Russian Studies
  http://www.cofc.edu/languages/russian/
- University of Chicago
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://humanities.uchicago.edu/depts/slavic/
- Colgate University
  Russian Studies
  http://departments.colgate.edu/russian/
- Colorado College
  Russian and Eurasian Studies
  http://www.coloradocollege.edu/Dept/Ru/
- Colorado State University
  Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
  http://www.colostate.edu/Depts/FLL/ch_ia.html
- University of Colorado Boulder
  The Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures. Russian
  http://www.colorado.edu/germslav/russian/
- Columbia University
  Department of Slavic Languages
  http://www.columbia.edu/cu/slavic/
- Concordia Language Villages
  Lesnoe Ozero
  http://clvweb.cord.edu/prweb/russian/default.asp
- Connecticut College
  Slavic Studies
  http://www.connoll.edu/academics/departments/slavicstudies/
- University of Connecticut
  http://www.catalog.uconn.edu/russ.htm
- Cornell University
  Department of Russian Literature
  http://www.arts.cornell.edu/russian/index.html
- CUNY Lehman
  http://www.lehman.cuny.edu/deanhum/langlit/pages/ruscours.htm

D

- Dalhousie University
  Russian Studies
  http://www.registrar.dal.ca/calendar/ug/RUSN.htm
- Dartmouth College
  http://www.dartmouth.edu/~russian/
- Davidson College
  http://www.davidson.edu/academic/german/german.html
- UC Davis
  Department of German and Russian
  http://russian.ucdavis.edu/
- University of Delaware
  The Russian Web Page
  http://www.fllt.udel.edu/lang/russianhome.html
- Depaul University
  Department of Modern Languages. Russian
  http://condor.depaul.edu/~mol/Russian/russian.html
- University of Denver
  http://www.du.edu/langlit/russian/
- Dickinson College
  Russian Language and Literature
  http://www.dickinson.edu/academics/russian.html
  Russian Area Studies
  http://www.dickinson.edu/departments/russt/
- **Drake University**
  Modern Languages and Literatures
  http://www.drake.edu/artsci/languages/foreign.html

- **Drew University**
  Russian Department
  http://www.drew.edu/cla/depts/russ/index.html

- **Duke University**
  http://www.duke.edu/web/slavic/

- **Eckerd College**
  Russian Studies
  http://www.eckerd.edu/academics/catalog/detail.php?m=RU&c=C&sc=y

- **Emory University**
  Center for Russian & East European Studies
  http://www.rees.emory.edu/index.htm
  Russian and East Asian Languages and Cultures
  http://www.realc.emory.edu/

- **Ferrum College**
  http://www.ferrum.edu/majors/russian.htm

- **University of Florida**
  Department of German and Slavic Studies
  http://web.germslav.ufl.edu/

- **Fordham University**
  Russian Language Program
  http://www.fordham.edu/Academics/Programs_at_Fordham_/Modern_Languages_and/The_Foreign_Language/Russian_Language_Pro_13087.html
Institute of International Relations

- George Mason University
  http://www.gmu.edu/departments/fld/RUSSIAN/r-studies.html
- George Washington University
  http://www.gwu.edu/~slavic/
- Georgetown University
  Center for Eurasian, Russian and East European Studies
  http://www3.georgetown.edu/sfs/ceries/
- University of Georgia
  Russian Program
  http://www.uga.edu/~gslangs/russian/
- The Russian Circle of Grand Valley State University
  http://www2.gvsu.edu/~russianc/
- Grinnell College
  Russian Department
  http://web.grinnell.edu/russian/
- Gustavus-Adolphus College
  Russian Language and Area Studies
  http://www.gustavus.edu/oncampus/academics/general_catalog/current/index.cfm?pr=russian

H

- Hamilton College
  Russian Studies
  http://academics.hamilton.edu/russian/home/default.html
- Harvard University
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~slavic/
  American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies
  http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~aaass/
• University of Hawaii  
  Russian Division  
  http://www.hawaii.edu/liea/russian/  

• Hunter College  
  The Division of Russian and Slavic Languages  
  http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/classics/russian/  

I  

• University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literature  
  http://slavic.lang.uiuc.edu/  
  Russian and East European Center  
  http://www.reec.uiuc.edu/  

• Illinois Wesleyan University  
  http://titan.iwu.edu/~mcll/courses/russian.html  

• Indiana University  
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.indiana.edu/~iuslavic/  
  Russian and East European Institute  
  http://www.indiana.edu/~reeiweb/  

• University of Iowa  
  Russian Department  
  http://www.uiowa.edu/~russian/  

• University of Northern Iowa  
  Russian Program  
  http://www.uni.edu/modlangs/russian/  

J  

• James Madison University  
  http://www.jmu.edu/forlang/russian/
• University of Kansas
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://www.ku.edu/~slavic/
  Center for Russian and East European Studies
  http://www.ku.edu/~crees/
  The University of Kansas Libraries Slavic Dept.
  http://www.ku.edu/~slavlib/

• University of Kentucky
  Russian Studies
  http://www.uky.edu/AS/RAE/Russian/index.html

L

• UCLA
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet славic/славic.html

M

• McGill University
  Department of Russian and Slavic Studies
  http://www.mcgill.ca/arts-internships/departments/russian-slavic-studies/
  Russian and East European Languages and Literature. Humanities and Social Sciences Library
  http://www.library.mcgill.ca/collect/russian.htm

• University of Maryland, Baltimore County
  Modern Languages and Linguistics
  http://research.umbc.edu/~dburgan/

• Marist College
  http://www.academic.marist.edu/nork/home.htm
• University of Michigan  
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic/  
• Michigan State University  
  Russian and Other Slavic Languages  
  http://www.msu.edu/~linglang/russian/index.htm  
• Middlebury College (Vermont)  
  Russian Department  
  http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/ls/russian/  
• University of Minnesota  
  Slavic and Central Asian Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.iles.umn.edu/russian.htm  
• University of Missouri  
  Department of German and Russian Studies  
  http://web.missouri.edu/~graswww/  
• University of Mississippi  
  http://www.olemiss.edu/depts/modern_languages/Russian.html  
• Mount Holyoke College  
  The Department of Russian and Eurasian Studies  
  http://www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/russ/  

N  

• Nazareth College  
  http://www.naz.edu/dept/foreign_languages/Russian.html  
• University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
  Russian Program  
  http://www.unl.edu/modlang/content/under/russian/index.htm  
• University of New Brunswick  
  Department of Culture and Language Studies. Russian and Eurasian Studies  
  http://www.unbf.ca/arts/Culture_Lang/programs_russian.html
• University of New Mexico  
  Russian Program  
  http://www.unm.edu/~fll/russian.html
• New York University  
  Department of Russian and Slavic Studies  
  http://www.nyu.edu/cas/dept/slav.htm
• University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
  The Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.unc.edu/depts/slavdept/
• University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
  Department of German and Russian, including Japanese Studies  
  http://www.uncg.edu/gar/index.html
• Northwestern University  
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.wcas.northwestern.edu/slavic/

O

• Ohio State University  
  Department of Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures  
  http://slavic.osu.edu/
• University of Oklahoma  
  Department of Modern Languages, Literatures and Linguistics  
  http://www.ou.edu/cas/modlang/
• Old Dominion University  
  Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.odu.edu/al/lang/otherlang.htm#russian
• University of Oregon  
  Department of Russian  
  http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~russian/  
  Russian and East European Studies  
  http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~reesc/
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- **Zembla, The Nabokov Butterfly Net. Penn State University**
  [http://www.libraries.psu.edu/nabokov/zembla.htm](http://www.libraries.psu.edu/nabokov/zembla.htm)

- **Penn State University**
  Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures
  [http://slavic.la.psu.edu/](http://slavic.la.psu.edu/)

- **University of Pittsburgh**
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  [http://www.pitt.edu/~slavic/](http://www.pitt.edu/~slavic/)
  REESWeb: Russian and East European Studies Internet Resources
  [http://www.ucis.pitt.edu/reesweb/](http://www.ucis.pitt.edu/reesweb/)

- **Princeton University**
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures

- **Purdue University**
  Russian Program
  [http://www.cla.purdue.edu/academic/fll/Russian/](http://www.cla.purdue.edu/academic/fll/Russian/)

- **Queens College**
  Russian Program
  [http://qcpages.qc.edu/ELL/russian/](http://qcpages.qc.edu/ELL/russian/)

- **Reed College**
  Russian Department
  [http://academic.reed.edu/russian/](http://academic.reed.edu/russian/)

- **Rice University**
  German and Slavic Studies
  [http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~germslav/](http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~germslav/)
- **UC, Riverside**  
  Comparative Literature and Foreign Languages. Russian Program  

- **University of Rochester**  
  Modern Languages and Cultures: Undergrad Program: Russian  
  [http://www.rochester.edu/College/MLC/ug_russian.html](http://www.rochester.edu/College/MLC/ug_russian.html)

- **Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey**  
  Program in Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures  
  [http://seell.rutgers.edu](http://seell.rutgers.edu)  
  Center for Russian, Central and East European Studies  
  [http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~crcees/](http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~crcees/)

- **San Diego State University**  
  Department of German and Russian Languages and Literatures  
  [http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/dept/gerruss/](http://www-rohan.sdsu.edu/dept/gerruss/)

- **UC, Santa Barbara**  
  Department of Germanic, Slavic, and Semitic Studies  

- **UC, Santa Cruz**  
  Russian Language  
  [http://humwww.ucsc.edu/lang/russian.html](http://humwww.ucsc.edu/lang/russian.html)  
  Tusovka. The Historical Political Development of Soviet Rock Music  
  The School of Russian and Asian Studies  

- **Seton Hall University (South Orange, New Jersey)**  
  Department of Modern Languages. Russian Language and Literature  
  [http://artsci.shu.edu/russian/](http://artsci.shu.edu/russian/)
• **University of Southern California** Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.usc.edu/dept/has/sll/  

• **Southern Methodist University (Dallas, Texas)**  
  Foreign Languages Learning Center  
  http://www.smu.edu/catalogs/undergrad/dedman/languages.asp  
  Foreign Languages Courses  
  http://flhc.smu.edu/courses/index.php  

• **Stanford University**  
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures  
  http://www.stanford.edu/dept/slavic/  
  Center for Russian and East European Studies  
  http://www.stanford.edu/dept/CREES/  

• **Stetson University**  
  Russian Studies Program  
  http://www.stetson.edu/departments/russian/  

• **St. Lawrence University**  
  http://it.stlawu.edu/~rkeutzer/slruss.html  
  Dr. R. Kreutzer's page  
  http://it.stlawu.edu/~rkeutzer/  

• **SUNY Albany**  
  Slavic and Eurasian Studies  
  http://www.albany.edu/slavic/  

• **SUNY New Paltz Language Immersion Institute**  
  http://www.newpaltz.edu/lii/  

• **SUNY Stony Brook**  
  Department of European Languages, Literatures, and Cultures  
  http://www.sunysb.edu/eurolangs/  

• **Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania**  
  Russian Language, Literature and Culture  
  http://www.swarthmore.edu/Humanities/mlrussian/index.html
• **Syracuse University**  
  Russian Language, Literature and Culture  
  [http://lang.syr.edu/Languages/MainMenu/Russian/russian.html](http://lang.syr.edu/Languages/MainMenu/Russian/russian.html)

  \[T\]

• **University of Tennessee, Knoxville**  
  Germanic, Slavic and Asian Languages  
  [http://web.utk.edu/~germslav/default.html](http://web.utk.edu/~germslav/default.html)  
  Friends and Partners  

• **University of Texas**  
  Department of Slavic and Eurasian Studies  
  Russian and East European Network Information Center  
  [http://reenic.utexas.edu/reenic.html](http://reenic.utexas.edu/reenic.html)

• **The University of Toledo**  
  The Department of Foreign Languages. Russian Courses  
  [http://www.forlang.utoledo.edu/CATALOG/CatRUS.html](http://www.forlang.utoledo.edu/CATALOG/CatRUS.html)

• **University of Toronto**  
  Slavic Department  
  [http://www.utoronto.ca/slavic/](http://www.utoronto.ca/slavic/)  
  Centre for Russian and East European Studies  
  [http://www.utoronto.ca/crees/](http://www.utoronto.ca/crees/)

  \[U\]

  \[V\]

• **The University of Victoria (Canada)**  
  The Department of Germanic and Russian Studies  
  [http://web.uvic.ca/geru/](http://web.uvic.ca/geru/)
- **University of Virginia**
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  [http://web.uvic.ca/geru/](http://web.uvic.ca/geru/)

- **Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University**
  Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures. Russian Section

- **University of Washington**
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  Library. All General Russian and East European Studies Resources

- **University of Waterloo**
  Department of Germanic and Slavic Studies
  [http://www.germanicandslavic.uwaterloo.ca/](http://www.germanicandslavic.uwaterloo.ca/)
  Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures Electronic Library

- **Wellesley College**
  Russian Department
  [http://www.wellesley.edu/Russian/rusdept.html](http://www.wellesley.edu/Russian/rusdept.html)

- **Wesleyan University**
  Russian Department
  [http://www.wesleyan.edu/russian/home.html](http://www.wesleyan.edu/russian/home.html)
  Russian and East European Studies
  [http://www.wesleyan.edu/wesmaps/catalog/reest.htm](http://www.wesleyan.edu/wesmaps/catalog/reest.htm)

- **Wichita State University**
  Russian program
  [http://mcll wichita.edu/russian/](http://mcll wichita.edu/russian/)
• College of William and Mary
  Russian Program
  http://www.wm.edu/modlang/russian/index.php

• University of Wisconsin-Madison
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://polyglot.lss.wisc.edu/slavic/

• The College of Wooster
  Russian Studies Department
  http://www.wooster.edu/russia/

• University of Wyoming
  Russian Language and Literature
  http://uwadmweb.uwyo.edu/modlang/Russian/
  Russian Internet Resources from UWYO Libraries
  http://www-lib.uwyo.edu/subres/subres/russ.htm

• Yale University
  Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
  http://www.yale.edu/slavic/
  Russian and East European Studies Program
  http://www.yale.edu/ycpo/ycps/Q-Z/russeecourses.html
  Russian Archive Project
  http://www.yale.edu/rusarch/archive.html

• York University
  http://momiji.arts-dlll.yorku.ca/russian.html
• Bamberg University (Germany)
  Slavistik
  http://www.uni-bamberg.de/index.php?id=1431

• University of Basel (Switzerland)
  Slavisches Seminar
  http://www.slavistik.unibas.ch/

• University of Bath (UK)
  Russian Studies
  http://www.bath.ac.uk/esml/russian/

• Berlin Humboldt-University (Germany)
  Institut fur Slawistik
  http://www2.hu-berlin.de/slawistik/

• Bergen University (Norway)
  Department of Russian Studies
  http://www.hf-fak.uib.no/i/russisk/default.html

• University of Birmingham (UK)
  Centre for Russian and East European Studies
  http://www.crees.bham.ac.uk/

• University of Bochum (Germany)
  Das Seminar fur Slavistik
  http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/semifslavistik/web/index.shtml

• University of Bradford (UK)
  Department of Modern Languages
  http://www.brad.ac.uk/acad/mod-lang/

• University of Bristol (UK)
  Department of Russian Studies
  http://www.bris.ac.uk/russian/
• **Brussels University (Belgium)**
  Departement de Russe

  *C*

• **University of Cambridge (UK)**
  Department of Slavonic Studies
  [http://www.mml.cam.ac.uk/slavonic/](http://www.mml.cam.ac.uk/slavonic/)

• **University of Copenhagen**
  Department of East European Studies
  [http://www.hum.ku.dk/osteuro/](http://www.hum.ku.dk/osteuro/)

  *D*

• **Dublin Trinity College (Ireland)**
  Department of Russian
  [http://www.tcd.ie/Russian/](http://www.tcd.ie/Russian/)

• **Durham University (UK)**
  Department of Russian
  [http://www.dur.ac.uk/modern.languages/depts/russian.htm](http://www.dur.ac.uk/modern.languages/depts/russian.htm)

  *E*

• **University of Edinburgh (UK)**
  Division of European Languages and Cultures. Russian
  [http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/russian/index.html](http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/russian/index.html)
  The Department of Russian
  Russian Online Resources
  [http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/russian/russlist.html](http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/russian/russlist.html)
• University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (Germany)
  Institut fur Slavistik
  http://www.phil.uni-erlangen.de/~p2slaw/home.html
• University of Essex (UK)
  Department of Language and Linguistics. Russian
  http://www.essex.ac.uk/lang/russian/
• University of Exeter (UK)
  Department of Russian
  http://www.sml.ex.ac.uk/russian/

  $F$
  $G$

• Ghent University (Belgium)
  Slavistics
  http://www.slavistiek.ugent.be/nl/
• Glasgow University (UK)
  Department of Slavonic Languages and Literatures
  http://www2.arts.gla.ac.uk/Slavonic/index.html
• Georg-August-Universitat Gottingen
  Seminar fur Slavische Philologie
  http://wwwuser.gwdg.de/~slavist/welcome.html
• University of Greifswald (Germany)
  Institut fur Slawistik
  http://www.uni-greifswald.de/~slawist/
• University of Groningen (Netherlands)
  Кафедра славянских языков и литератур
  http://www.rug.nl/let/onderwijs/talenenculturen/slavischeTalenCulturen/index

  $H$
University of Halle (Germany)
Institut fur Slavistik
http://www.verwaltung.uni-halle.de/VORLES/v962sla.htm#029Institut fur Slavistik

University of Hamburg (Germany)
Slavistik
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/o7/Splan/Slavistik.html

University of Hannover (Germany)
Fachgebiet Naturwissenschaftliches und Technisches Russisch
http://www.unics.uni-hannover.de/ntr/

University of Heidelberg (Germany)
Slavischen Institut
http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/institute/fak9/slav/

University of Helsinki (Finland)
Отделение славистики и балтистики
http://www.slav.helsinki.fi/rus/index.htm
Corpus Cyrillo-Methodianum Helsingiens
http://www.slav.helsinki.fi/ccmh/

University of Joensuu (Finland)
Russian Department
http://www.joensuu.fi/fld/russian/index.html
Karelia, Russia and the Baltic Area Study Programme
http://www.joensuu.fi/humtdk/karelia/karelia.htm

Jagellonian University (Poland)
Russian Graduate Studies
http://www3.uj.edu.pl/ISR/rosjoznawstwo/eng/eng.htm
• Keele University (UK)
  Russian Section
  http://www.keele.ac.uk/depts/ml/russian/russian.htm

• University of Kiel (Germany)
  Institut fur Slawistik
  http://www.slavistik.uni-kiel.de/

• Klagenfurt University (Austria)
  Institut fur Slawistik
  http://www.uni-klu.ac.at/uniklu/org/oe.jsp?orgkey=54

• University of Konstanz (Germany)
  Slavistik Fachgruppe Sprachwissenschaft
  http://www.uni-konstanz.de/FuF/Philo/Sprachwiss/slavistik/slavistru.htm

• Universitat zu Koln
  Slavisches Institut
  http://www.uni-koeln.de/phil-fak/slavistik/

• University of Kyiv (Ukraine)
  The Faculty Of Philology
  http://www.philolog.univ.kiev.ua/

  L

• Lausanne University (Switzerland)
  Section de langues et civilisations slaves
  http://www2.unil.ch/slav/

• University of Leeds (UK)
  Department of Russian and Slavonic Studies
  http://www.leeds.ac.uk/russian/

• Leipzig University (Germany)
  Institut fur Slavistik
  http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~slav/
- **University of Ljubljana (Slovenia)**  
  Oddelek za slovenistiko  
  [http://www.ijs.si/lit/oddel.html](http://www.ijs.si/lit/oddel.html)
- **Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium)**  
  Slavic Department  
- **University College London (UK)**  
  The School of Slavonic and East European Studies  
  [http://www.ssees.ac.uk/](http://www.ssees.ac.uk/)
- **Lund University (Sweden)**  
  Department of Slavonic Studies  
  [http://www3.lu.se/slav/index.htm](http://www3.lu.se/slav/index.htm)

*M*

- **University of Manchester (UK)**  
  The Department of Russian Studies  
  [http://www.art.man.ac.uk/RUSSIAN/](http://www.art.man.ac.uk/RUSSIAN/)
- **University of Mannheim (Germany)**  
  Slavisches Seminar  
  [http://www.verwaltung.uni-mannheim.de/i3v/00000700/00095491.htm](http://www.verwaltung.uni-mannheim.de/i3v/00000700/00095491.htm)
- **Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat Muenchen (Germany)**  
  Institut fur Slavische Philologie  
  [http://www.slavistik.uni-muenchen.de/](http://www.slavistik.uni-muenchen.de/)
- **Universite de Mons-Hainaut (Belgique)**  
  Langue russe a l'ecole d'interpretes internationaux de mons  
- **University of Muenster (Germany)**  
  Slavisch-Baltisches Seminar  
  [http://www.uni-muenster.de/SlavBaltSeminar/](http://www.uni-muenster.de/SlavBaltSeminar/)
University of Nottingham (UK)
Department of Slavonic Studies
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/slavonic/

University of Oldenburg (Germany)
Slavische Philologie
http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/fb11/slavistik/

The University of Oxford (UK)
Russian
http://www.mod-langs.ox.ac.uk/russian/index.html

Padua University (Italy)
Sezione di Slavistica
http://www.maldura.unipd.it/slavo/

Univerzita Palackého v Olomouci (CR)
Katedra slavistiky
http://www.slavistikap.upol.cz/

Potsdam University (Germany)
Institut fur Slavistik
http://wwuni-potsdam.de/u/slavistik/index.htm

Queen Mary and Westfield College (UK)
School of Modern Languages
http://www.modern-languages.qmul.ac.uk/
• Regensburg University (Germany)
  Institut fur Slavistik
  http://www.uni-regensburg.de/Fakultaeten/phil_Fak_IV/Slavistik/index.htm

S

• University of Saarland (Saarbrucken) (Germany)
  Slavistik
  http://www.uni-saarland.de/fak4/fr44/

• University of Sheffield (UK)
  Department of Russian and Slavonic Studies
  http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/R-Z/rss/
  Bakhtin Centre
  http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/A-C/bakh/bakhtin.html

• University of St. Andrews (UK)
  Department of Russian
  http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/academic/modlangs/russian_html/index.html
  Centre for Russian, Soviet and Central and Eastern European Studies
  http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/~crscees/

• St. Kliment Ohridski University of Sofia (Bulgaria)
  Faculty of Slavic Studies
  http://www.slav.uni-sofia.bg/

• Stockholm University (Sweden)
  Slaviska institutionen
  http://slav.su.se/

• University of Strathclyde (Scotland, UK)
  Russian Division
  http://www.strath.ac.uk/Departments/ModLang/russian.htm
• University of Surrey (UK)
  Russian Studies
  http://www.surrey.ac.uk/lcts/russian/

• Szeged University (Hungary)
  Department of Russian Language and Literature
  http://www.arts.u-szeged.hu/orosz.html

T

• University of Tampere (Finland)
  Отделение славянской филологии
  http://www.uta.fi/laitokset/kielet/slaf/

• University of Tartu (Estonia)
  Отделение русской и славянской филологии
  http://www.ut.ee/FLVE/

• Tavrical National University (Ukraine)
  Philological Faculty
  http://www.crimea.edu/tnu/structure/philolog_fac/index.htm

• University of Trier (Germany)
  Slavistik
  http://slavistik.uni-trier.de/index.php?id=1367

• Tuebingen University (Germany)
  Slavisches Seminar
  http://www.uni-tuebingen.de/uni/nss/
  Тюбингенские корпусы русских текстов
  http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/b1/rus/korpora.html

• University of Turku (Finland)
  The Department of Russian Language and Culture
  http://www.hum.utu.fi/venaja/index_eng.htm
• Uppsala Universitet (Sweden)
  Slaviska institutionen
  http://www.slaviska.uu.se/

• University of Business Administration at Vienna (Austria)
  Institut für Slawische Sprachen
  http://www.wu-wien.ac.at/slawisch

• Vitautas Magnus University (Kaunas, Lithuania)
  The Centre for Slavistic Studies
  http://www.vdu.lt/Humanities/Hum_slavai_an.html

• University of Wales, Bangor (UK)
  http://www.bangor.ac.uk/ml/modules/modules.htm#RUSSIAN

• University of Wales Swansea (UK)
  Department of Russian
  http://www.swan.ac.uk/russian/HomePage.html

• Warsaw University (Poland)
  Institute of Russian Studies
  http://www.ir.uw.edu.pl/

• University of Wuerzburg (Germany)
  Institut fur Slavistik und Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft
  http://www.uni-wuerzburg.de/vergl-sprachwiss/

X
Y
Z
• University of Zurich (Switzerland)
  Slavisches Seminar
  http://www.unizh.ch/slav/
• The University of Auckland (New Zealand)
  Germanic Languages & Literature & Slavonic Studies
  http://www.arts.auckland.ac.nz/departments/index.cfm?S=D_GERMAN
• The University of Canterbury (New Zealand)
  Department of Russian
  http://www.fren.canterbury.ac.nz/russ/russian.shtml
• Hokkaido University (Japan)
  Slavic Research Center
  http://src-home.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/index-e.html
• Казахский государственный национальный университет имени ал-Фараби
  Филологический факультет
• Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia)
  Russian Studies
  http://www.eurolang.mq.edu.au/russian/
• Melbourne University (Australia)
  Russian Program
• Nagoya University (Japan)
  Department of Russian
  http://www.lang.nagoya-u.ac.jp/bunadep/roshiag/index-e.html
• Seoul National University (S. Korea)
  Russian Language and Literature
  http://www.snu.ac.kr:6060/sc_sne_c/sc_sne_c_c/sc_sne_c_ca/1173689_3664.jsp
Victoria University of Wellington (New Zealand)
Language Learning Centre
http://www.vuw.ac.nz/llc/languages/other-langs/russian.aspx